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A year full of growth, investments and transition for
SHS is drawing to a close. Given so much has
happened we would like to take the time to sum up
2022 and by that lay the basis for a new year ahead.

By end of last year, SHS phased out of the Migros
Pioneer funding scheme – a big step for us. Our
financial independence coincided with a great post-
pandemic demand for exchange and meaningful
exposure in our network which allowed us to invest in
our platform and offering, enabling further paced
growth. This included the expansion of our
operational team in which we welcomed Tom
Campion (lead Comms, Digital & Ecosystems), Ben
Crawshaw (lead Events) and myself (deputy CEO)
during the year. As the restrictions of the last two
years waned we were able to host physical events
again and we had numerous possibilities to bring
together the healthcare ecosystem.
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Our agenda featured 6 events with over 680
attendees during the course of the year.

Owing to the continued growth in memberships we
have thankfully been able to experience over the last
years, we are called on to further expand our impact
in the healthcare ecosystem, cognizant of the fact
that the healthcare industry is not exempt from
challenges in the face of uncertain political events
and the tightening financial environment. Yet it is
imperative not to lose sight of fundamental drivers
when macro topics are on the forefront of
discussions. For startups, the ability to demonstrate
ROI has always been important and will be ever more
so with a backdrop of higher interest rates. However,
for digital health startups, the ability to demonstrate
ROI together with clinical validation has become even
more crucial amid a changing economic landscape in
which investors are guarding their capital more
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closely. As the digital health sector says goodbye to
the frenzied influx of investments it saw in 2020 and
2021, it will also bid adieu to the ballooning startup
valuations it got accustomed to over the past couple
of years. What remains throughout business cycles is
the constant engine of innovative growth. Therefore,
next to ROI, clinical validation can be identified as
major driver of company success in 2023 and
beyond. It is because of this that we continue to focus
on innovation since we believe it is more important
than ever in order to be able to withstand the growing
downward pressure on costs in healthcare. Through
our expanding network we seek to aid members and
affiliates tackling the next chapters towards further
growth by stimulating dialogue as well as exchange
and driving decision making processes with
underlying data.

We have an unprecedented two and a half years
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behind us, and we now have turned the page and
want to whole-heartedly thank you for your continued
trust and support in SHS. With you, we are one step
closer to our mission to deliver seamless exchange
between startups and the healthcare ecosystem.

I thank you for everything we were able to achieve
together this year and look forward to continuing our
partnership in the new year. Stay tuned for next
year's event agenda that will go live in January.
Happy holidays & see you fresh and full of energy in
2023!

Yours sincerely,

Angelina & Team

Annual Review of the CEO
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Our Startups
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Cortex, our digital directory of our startups, provides the public with insights on a real time basis to generate greater
awareness for Swiss Healthcare Startups and the Swiss healthcare ecosystem. Full data of our SHS startup
members is accessible for the members of our association only. Here is a glimpse to the real time insights.
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Real time insights @Cortex

https://swisshealthcarestartups.com/en/cortex-directory
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Some of our startups have accomplished remarkable
breakthroughs this year. Apart from those that we
have learned of during the SHS General Meeting in
spring, many more followed throughout the year.
Among them are:

Lyfegen, a value-based contracting software
developer that is used by healthcare payers and
leading pharma companies to shift to a value-based
future. Lyfegen managed to raise $8 million in
funding, with which they will expand their presence in
Europe and the U.S. to increase drug affordability for
more customers and, more importantly, more
patients.

Nala.care has developed an AI and app-based
therapy support for patients with eczema. The health
tech start-entered into a collaboration with La Roche-
Posay Switzerland to better bring the digital
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solution to patients.

ETH spin-off Versantis is dedicated to the fight
against liver diseases. Versantis was awarded a grant
of CHF475’000. Furthermore, Versantis is to be
acquired by GENFIT, combining forces to continue
the development of its revolutionary therapeutics for
patients with liver diseases.

Our startup member Climedo raised €5M in seed
financing to expand market reach and further develop
their innovative solution for electronic data capture in
decentralized clinical trials.

Our startup member OnlineDoctor acquired
A.S.S.I.S.T to bring AI to teledermatology.

Startup Success Stories
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Our startup member Adaptyv Biosystems raised a
2.5M USD in pre-seed round to build the world's
largest protein design database using synthetic
biology and machine learning!

Sensemodi won CHF 150'000 with their smart
wearable solution that provides comprehensive
information for a joint health assessment at any point
of care!

Congratulations to our startup member Oncobit AG
who has won CHF 150'000 to advance personalized
cancer care!

Evismo, who develops algorithms for the early
detection and prediction of cardiac arrhythmias,
started the Series A financing round to develop further
diagnostic services (sleep apnoea, stress,
hypertension) and the market entry in Germany.
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We share our startups’ success stories throughout
the year on an ongoing basis. Follow us on LinkedIn
to always get the latest news from our startups.

Startup Success Stories
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6 SHS events - and with that important exchange - have taken place successfully. Your participation, physically, as
a jury member, or through logo presence as a company promoting innovation is valuable.
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Our Events
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Our Events
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